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The Centralized Economy 
2.1  Introduction 
In this chapter we introduce the basic dynamic general equilibrium model for 
a closed economy. The aim is to explain how the optimal level of output is 
determined in the economy and how this is allocated between consumption 
and capital accumulation or, put another way, between consumption today and 
consumption in the future. We exclude government, money, and ﬁnancial mar­
kets, and all variables are in real, not money, terms. Although apparently very 
restrictive, this model captures most of the essential features of the macroecon­
omy. Subsequent chapters build on this basic model by adding further detail 
but without drastically altering the substantive conclusions derived from the 
basic model. 
Various diﬀerent interpretations of this model have been made. It is some­
times referred to as the Ramsey model after Frank Ramsey (1928), who ﬁrst 
introduced a very similar version to study taxation (Ramsey 1927). The model 
can also be interpreted as a central (or social) planning model in which the 
decisions are taken centrally by the social planner in the light of individual 
preferences, which are assumed to be identical. (Alternatively, the social plan­
ner’s preferences may be considered as imposed on everyone.) It is also called 
a representative-agent model when all economic agents are identical and act 
as both a household and a ﬁrm. Another interpretation of the model is that it 
can be regarded as referring to a single individual. Consequently, it is some­
times called a Robinson Crusoe economy. Any of these interpretations may 
prove helpful in understanding the analysis of the model. This model has also 
formed the basis of modern growth theory (see Cass 1965; Koopmans 1967). 
Our interest in this model, however interpreted, is to identify and analyze cer­
tain key concepts in macroeconomics and key features of the macroeconomy. 
The rest of the book builds on this ﬁrst pass through this highly simpliﬁed 
preliminary account of the macroeconomy. 
2.2  The Basic Dynamic General Equilibrium Closed Economy 
The model may be described as follows. Today’s output can either be consumed 
or invested, and the existing capital stock can either be consumed today or 13  2.2.  The Basic Dynamic General Equilibrium Closed Economy 
used to produce output tomorrow. Today’s investment will add to the capital 
stock and increase tomorrow’s output. The problem to be addressed is how 
best to allocate output between consumption today and investment (i.e., to 
accumulating capital) so that there is more output and consumption tomorrow. 
The  model  consists  of  three  equations.  The  ﬁrst  is  the  national  income 
identity: 
yt  = ct  + it,  (2.1) 
in which total output yt  in period t consists of consumption ct  plus investment 
goods it. The national income identity also serves as the resource constraint 
for the whole economy. In this simple model total output is also total income 
and this is either spent on consumption, or is saved. Savings st  yt  − ct can =
only be used to buy investment goods, hence it  st. =
The second equation is 
∆kt+1  it  − δkt.  (2.2) =
This shows how kt, the capital stock at the beginning of period t, accumulates 
over time. The increase in the stock of capital (net investment) during period t 
equals new (gross) investment less depreciated capital. A constant proportion 
δ of the capital stock is assumed to depreciate each period (i.e., to have become 
obsolete). This equation provides the (intrinsic) dynamics of the model. 
The third equation is the production function: 
yt  F(kt).  (2.3) =
This gives the output produced during period t  by the stock of capital at the 
beginning of the period using the available technology. An increase in the stock 
of capital increases output, but at a diminishing rate, hence F>0, F�  > 0, and 
F��   0. We also assume that the marginal product of capital approaches zero 
as capital tends to inﬁnity, and approaches inﬁnity as capital tends to zero, i.e., 
lim F�(k) 0  and  lim F�(k) =∞ . =
k→∞  k→0 
These are known as the Inada (1964) conditions. They imply that at the origin 
there are inﬁnite output gains to increasing the capital stock whereas, as the 
capital stock increases, the gains in output decline and eventually tend to zero. 
If we interpret the model as an economy in which the population is constant 
through time, then this is like measuring output, consumption, investment, 
and capital in per capita terms. For example, if there is a constant population 
N, then yt  Yt/N  is output per capita, where Yt is total output for the whole  =
economy. 
Output and investment can be eliminated from the subsequent analysis, and 
the model reduced to just one equation involving two variables. Combining the 
three equations gives the economy’s resource constraint: 
F(kt) ct  + ∆kt+1 + δkt.  (2.4) =
This is a nonlinear dynamic constraint on the economy. 14  2.  The Centralized Economy 
Given an initial stock of capital, kt (the endowment), the economy must 
choose its preferred level of consumption for period t, namely ct, and capi­
tal at the start of period t +1, namely kt+1. This can be shown to be equivalent 
to choosing consumption for periods t,t+1,t+2,..., with the preferred levels 
of capital, output, investment, and savings for each period derived from the 
model. 
Having established the constraints facing the economy, the next issue is its 
preferences. What is the economy trying to maximize subject to these con­
straints? Possible choices are output, consumption, and the utility derived from 
consumption. We could choose their values in the current period or over the 
long term. We are also interested in whether a particular choice for the current 
period is sustainable thereafter. This is related to the existence and stability of 
equilibrium in the economy. We consider two solutions: the “golden rule” and 
the “optimal solution.” Both of these assume that the aim of the economy (the 
representative economic agent or the central planner) is to maximize consump­
tion, or the utility derived from consumption. The diﬀerence is in attitudes to 
the future. In the golden rule the future is not discounted whereas in the opti­
mal solution it is. In other words, any given level of consumption is valued less 
highly if it is in the future than if it is in the present. We can show that, as a 
result, the golden rule is not sustainable following a negative shock to output 
but the optimal solution is. 
2.3  Golden Rule Solution 
2.3.1  The Steady State 
Consider ﬁrst an attempt to maximize consumption in period t. This is perhaps 
the most obvious type of solution. It would be equivalent to maximizing utility 
U(ct). From the resource constraint, equation (2.4), ct must satisfy 
ct  F(kt) − kt+1 + (1 − δ)kt.  (2.5) =
To maximize ct the economy must, in period t, consume the whole of current 
output F(kt) plus undepreciated capital (1−δ)kt, and undertake no investment 
so that kt+1  0. In the following period output would, of course, be zero as  = 
there would be no capital to produce it. This solution is clearly unsustainable. 
It would only appeal to an economic agent who is myopic, or one who has no 
future. 
We therefore introduce the additional constraint that the level of consump­
tion should be sustainable. This implies that in each period new investment is 
required to maintain the capital stock and to produce next period’s output. In 
eﬀect, we are assuming that the aim is to maximize consumption in each period. 
With no distinction being made between current and future consumption, the 
problem has been converted from one with a very short-term objective to one 
with a very long-term objective. 15  2.3.  Golden Rule Solution 
The solution can be obtained by considering just the long run and we there­
fore omit time subscripts. In the long run the capital stock will be constant and 
long-run consumption is obtained from equation (2.5) as 
c F(k) − δk.  (2.6) =
Consumption in the long run is output less that part of output required to 
replace depreciated capital in order to keep the stock of capital constant. Thus 
the  only  investment  undertaken  is  that  to  replace  depreciated  capital.  The 
output that remains can be consumed. 
The problem now is how to choose k to maximize c. The ﬁrst-order condition 
for a maximum of c  is 
∂c 
F�(k) − δ 0  (2.7)
∂k 
= =
and the second-order condition is 
∂2c 
F��(k)   0.
∂k2  =
Equation (2.7) implies that the capital stock must be increased until its marginal 
product F�(k) equals the rate of depreciation δ. Up to this point an increase in 
the stock of capital increases consumption, but beyond this point consumption 
begins to decrease. This is because the output cost of replacing depreciated 
capital in each period requires that consumption be reduced. The solution can 
be depicted graphically. Figure 2.1 shows straightforwardly that the marginal 
product of capital falls as the stock of capital increases. Given the rate of depre­
ciation δ, the value of the capital stock can be obtained. The higher the rate of 
depreciation, the smaller the sustainable size of the capital stock. 
We can determine the optimal level of consumption from ﬁgure 2.2. The 
curved line is the production function: the level of output F(k) produced by the 
capital stock k that is in place at the beginning of the period. The straight line 
is replacement investment δk. The diﬀerence between the two is consumption 
plus net investment (capital accumulation), i.e., 
F(k) − δk c + ∆k, =
which is simply equation (2.5). The maximum diﬀerence occurs where the lines 
are furthest apart. This happens when F�(k)  δ, i.e., when the slope of the  = 
tangent to the production function—the marginal product of capital F�(k)— 
equals the slope of the line depicting total depreciation, δ. For ease of visibil­
ity, in the diagram the size of δ  (and hence of depreciated capital) has been 
exaggerated. 
Figure 2.3 provides another way of depicting the solution. The curved line 
represents consumption plus net investment (i.e., net output or the vertical 
distance between the two lines in ﬁgure 2.2) and is plotted against the capital 
stock. Points above the line are not attainable due to the resource constraint 
F(k) − δk   c + ∆k. The maximum level of consumption plus net investment  
16  2.  The Centralized Economy 
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Figure 2.2.  Total output, consumption, and replacement investment. 
ct + ∆kt + 1 
# max c = c
k k# 
F(k) −  k δ
∂c/∂k = F'(k) −  = 0 δ
Figure 2.3.  Net output. 
occurs where the slope of the tangent is zero. At this point net investment 
F�(k) − δ 0. =
We can now ﬁnd the sustainable level of consumption. This occurs when the 
capital stock is constant over time, implying that ∆k 0 and that net invest­ = 
ment is zero. The maximum point on the line is then the maximum sustainable 
level of consumption c#. This requires a constant level of the capital stock k#. 
This solution is known as the golden rule. 2.4.  Optimal Solution  17 
2.3.2  The Dynamics of the Golden Rule 
Due to the constraint that the capital stock is constant, c# is sustainable indef­
initely provided there are no disturbances to the economy. If there are distur­
bances, then the economy becomes dynamically unstable at {c#,k #}. To see 
why the golden rule is not a stable solution, consider what would happen if the 
economy tried to maintain consumption at the maximum level c#  even when 
the capital stock diﬀers from k# due to a negative disturbance. 
If k<k # then the level of output would be F(k) < F(k#). In order to consume 
the amount c#, it would then be necessary to consume some of the existing 
capital stock, with the result that ∆k<0, and the capital stock would no longer 
be constant, but would fall. With less capital, future output would therefore be 
even smaller and attempts to maintain consumption at c# would cause further 
decreases in the capital stock. Eventually the economy would no longer be able 
to consume even c# as there would be too little capital to produce this amount. 
An important implication emerges from this: an economy that consumes too 
much will, sooner or later, ﬁnd that it is eroding its capital base and will not 
be able to sustain its consumption. In practice, of course, it is not possible to 
switch to consuming capital goods, except in a few special cases. The analysis 
can, however, be interpreted to mean that switching resources from producing 
capital goods to consumption goods will eventually undermine the economy, 
and hence consumption. Thus, the apparently small technical point concern­
ing the stability of the solution turns out to have profound implications for 
macroeconomics. 
There is, however, a simple solution. The economy can reduce its consump­
tion temporally and divert output to rebuilding the capital stock to a level 
that restores the original equilibrium. This would mean that negative shocks 
to the system would impact heavily on consumption in the short term. Trying 
to achieve the maximum level of consumption in each period may not, there­
fore, result in maximizing consumption in the longer term. The solution is to 
suspend the consumption objective temporarily. 
It may be noted that if, as a result of a positive disturbance, k>k # and hence 
output is raised, it would be possible to increase consumption temporarily until 
the capital stock returns to the lower, but sustainable, level k#. We make further 
observations on the stability of the economy under the golden rule below after 
we have considered the optimal solution. 
2.4  Optimal Solution 
2.4.1  Derivation of the Fundamental Euler Equation 
Instead of assuming that future consumption has the same value as consump­
tion today, we now assume that the economy values consumption today more 
than consumption in the future. In particular, we suppose that the aim is to   
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maximize the present value of current and future utility, 
∞




where  additional  consumption  increases  instantaneous  utility  Ut  U(ct), = 
implying Ut
� >  0, but does so at a diminishing rate as Ut
��   0. Future utility 
is therefore valued less highly than current utility as it is discounted by the dis­
count factor 0 <β<1, or equivalently at the rate θ>0, where β 1/(1 + θ). =
The aim is to choose current and future consumption to maximize Vt subject 
to the economy-wide resource constraint equation (2.4). 
As the problem involves variables deﬁned in diﬀerent periods of time it is 
one of dynamic optimization. This sort of problem is commonly solved using 
either dynamic programming, the calculus of variations, or the maximum prin­
ciple. But because, as formulated, it is not a stochastic problem, it can also be 
solved using the more familiar method of Lagrange multiplier analysis. (See the 
mathematical appendix for further details of dynamic optimization by these 
methods.) 
First we deﬁne the Lagrangian constrained for each period by the resource 
constraint 
∞
Lt  {βsU(ct+s) + λt+s[F(kt+s) − ct+s  − kt+s+1 + (1 − δ)kt+s]},  (2.8) = 
s 0 =
where λt+s is the Lagrange multiplier s  periods ahead. This is maximized with 
respect to {ct+s,k t+s+1,λ t+s; s   0}. The ﬁrst-order conditions are 
∂Lt  βsU�(ct 0, s   0,  (2.9)
∂ct+s 





= +s[F�(kt + 1 − δ] − λt 0,s > 0,  (2.10)
∂kt
λt +s) +s−1 =
plus the constraint equation (2.4) and the transversality condition 
lim βsU�(ct+s)kt+s  0.  (2.11) =
s→∞ 
Notice that we do not maximize with respect to kt as we assume that this is 
predetermined in period t. 
To help us understand the role of the transversality condition (2.11) in inter-
temporal optimization, consider the implication of having a ﬁnite capital stock 
at time t + s. If consumed this would give discounted utility of βsU�(ct+s)kt+s. 
If  the  time  horizon  were  t s,  then  it  would  not  be  optimal  to  have  any  +
capital left in period t s; it should have been consumed instead. Hence, as  +
s  →∞ , the transversality condition provides an extra optimality condition for 
intertemporal inﬁnite-horizon problems. 
The Lagrange multiplier can be obtained from equation (2.9). Substituting for 
λt+s and λt+s−1 in equation (2.10) gives 
βsU�(ct+s)[F�(kt+s) + 1 − δ] βs−1U�(ct+s−1),  s > 0. =2.4.  Optimal Solution  19 
For s 1 this can be rewritten as  =
β
U�(ct+1)
[F�(kt + 1 − δ] 1.  (2.12)
U�(ct) 
+1) =
Equation (2.12) is known as the Euler equation. It is the fundamental dynamic 
equation in intertemporal optimization problems in which there are dynamic 
constraints. The same equation arises using each of the alternative methods of 
optimization referred to above. 
2.4.2  Interpretation of the Euler Equation 
It is possible to give an intuitive explanation for the Euler equation. Consider the 
following problem: if we reduce ct  by a small amount dct, how much larger must 
ct+1 be to fully compensate for this while leaving Vt unchanged? We suppose 
that consumption beyond period t + 1 remains unaﬀected. This problem can 
be addressed by considering just two periods: t and t + 1. Thus we let 
Vt  U(ct) + βU(ct+1). =
Taking  the  total  diﬀerential  of  Vt,  and  recalling  that  Vt remains  constant, 
implies that 
0 = dVt  = dUt  + βdUt+1 = U�(ct)dct  + βU�(ct+1)dct+1, 
where dct+1 is the small change in ct+1 brought about by reducing ct. Since we 
are reducing ct, we have dct <  0. The loss of utility in period t  is therefore 
U�(ct)dct. In order for Vt to be constant, this must be compensated by the 
discounted gain in utility βU�(ct+1)dct+1. Hence we need to increase ct+1 by 
U�(ct)
dct dct.  (2.13) +1 =−
βU�(ct+1)
As the resource constraint must be satisﬁed in every period, in periods t and 
t + 1 we require that 
F�(kt)dkt  dct  + dkt+1 − (1 − δ)dkt, =
F�(kt+1)dkt+1 dct+1 + dkt+2 − (1 − δ)dkt+1. =
As kt is given and beyond period t + 1 we are constraining the capital stock 
to be unchanged, only the capital stock in period t + 1 can be diﬀerent from 
before. Thus dkt  dkt+2  0. The resource constraints for periods t and t + 1 = =
can therefore be rewritten as 
0 dct = + dkt+1, 
F�(kt+1)dkt+1 dct+1 − (1 − δ)dkt+1. =
These two equations can be reduced to one equation by eliminating dkt+1  to 
give a second connection between dct and dct+1, namely, 
dct+1 =− [F�(kt+1) + 1 − δ]dct.  (2.14) 20  2.  The Centralized Economy 
This can be interpreted as follows. The output no longer consumed in period 
t  is invested and increases output in period t + 1b y  −F�(kt+1)dct. All of this 
can be consumed in period t +1. And as we do not wish to increase the capital 
stock beyond period t +1, the undepreciated increase in the capital stock, (1 −
δ)dct, can also be consumed in period t + 1. This gives the total increase in 
consumption in period t +1 stated in equation (2.14). The discounted utility of 
this extra consumption as measured in period t is 
βU�(ct+1)dct+1 =− βU�(ct+1)[F�(kt+1) + 1 − δ]dct. 
To keep Vt constant, this must be equal to the loss of utility in period t. Thus 
U�(ct)dct  βU�(ct+1)[F�(kt+1) + 1 − δ]dct. =
Canceling dct from both sides and dividing through by U�(ct) gives the Euler 
equation (2.12). 
2.4.3  Intertemporal Production Possibility Frontier 
The production possibility frontier is associated with a production function 
that has more than one type of output and one or more inputs. It measures the 
maximum combination of each type of output that can be produced using a 
ﬁxed amount of the factor(s). The result is a concave function in output space 
of the quantities produced. The intertemporal production possibility frontier 
(IPPF) is associated with outputs at diﬀerent points of time and is derived from 
the economy’s resource constraint. This gives the second relation between ct 
and ct+1. It is obtained by combining the resource constraints for periods t 
and t +1 to eliminate kt+1. The result is the two-period intertemporal resource 
constraint (or IPPF) 
ct+1  F(kt+1) − kt+2 + (1 − δ)kt+1 =
= F[F(kt) − ct  + (1 − δ)kt] − kt+2 + (1 − δ)[F(kt) − ct  + (1 − δ)kt]. 
(2.15) 
This provides a concave relation between ct and ct+1. 
The slope of a tangent to the IPPF is 
∂ct+1  =− [F�(kt+1) + 1 − δ].  (2.16)
∂ct 
As noted previously, this is also the slope of the indiﬀerence curve at the point 
where it is tangent to the resource constraint. Hence, the IPPF also touches the 




the tangent to the IPPF ﬂattens as ct decreases, implying that the IPPF is a 
concave function. We use this result in the discussion below.      
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ct + 1 
max ct+1 
c *  t + 1 
t 
Vt = U(ct) + βU(ct + 1) 
c* max ct  1 + rt + 1 
Figure 2.4.  A graphical solution based on the IPPF. 
2.4.4  Graphical Representation of the Solution 
The solution to the two-period problem is represented in ﬁgure 2.4. The upper 
curved line is the indiﬀerence curve that trades oﬀ consumption today for con­
sumption tomorrow while leaving Vt unchanged. It is tangent to the resource 
constraint. The lower curved line represents the trade-oﬀ between consump­
tion today and consumption tomorrow from the viewpoint of production, i.e., 
it is the IPPF. It touches the indiﬀerence curve at the point of tangency with the 
budget constraint. This solution arises as in equilibrium equations (2.13) and 






















The net marginal product F�(kt+1)−δ rt+1 can be interpreted as the implied  =
real rate of return on capital after allowing for depreciation. An increase in rt+1 
due, for example, to a technology shock that raises the marginal product of 
capital in period t +1 makes the resource constraint steeper, and results in an 
increase in Vt, ct, and ct+1. 
2.4.5  Static Equilibrium Solution 
We now return to the full optimal solution and consider its long-run equilibrium 
properties. The long-run equilibrium is a static solution, implying that in the 
absence of shocks to the macroeconomic system, consumption and the capital 
stock will be constant through time. Thus ct  c∗, kt  k∗, ∆ct  0, and ∆kt  0 = = = =
for all t. In static equilibrium the Euler equation can therefore be written as 
βU�(c∗) 
U�(c∗) 
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F'(k) 
δ + θ 
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δ  θ + c  * +  k* 
c# +  k# δ 
δ 
Figure 2.6.  Optimal long-run consumption. 
The solution is therefore diﬀerent from that for the golden rule, where F�(k) = 
δ. Figure 2.1 is replaced by ﬁgure 2.5. This shows that the optimal level of 
capital is less than for the golden rule. The reason for this is that future utility 
is discounted at the rate θ>0. 
The implications for consumption can be seen in ﬁgures 2.5 and 2.6. In ﬁg­
ure 2.5 the solution is obtained where the slope of the tangent to the production 
function is δ + θ. As the tangent must be steeper than for the golden rule, this 
implies that the optimal level of capital must be lower. Figure 2.6 shows that 
this entails a lower level of consumption too. Thus c∗  <c # and k∗  <k #. 
We have shown that discounting the future results in lower consumption. 
This may seem to be a good reason for not discounting the future. To see what 
the beneﬁt of discounting is we must analyze the dynamics and stability of this 
solution.     
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ct + ∆kt + 1 
∂c/∂k = F'(k) −δ = 0 
# max c = c
F(k) −δk 
*  c 
k*  k#  k 
Figure 2.7.  Optimal consumption compared. 
2.4.5.1  An Example 
Suppose that utility is the power function 
U(c)
c1−σ  − 1 
. = 
1 − σ 
It can be shown that σ  =− cU��/U� is the coeﬃcient of relative risk aversion. 
Suppose also that the production function is Cobb–Douglas so that 
yt  Akα
t . =














−α)  + 1 − δ] = 1. 




k∗  = 
δ + θ 
and the steady-state level of consumption is 
c∗  Ak∗α  − δk∗  =
A 
1−α (1 − α)δ + θ 
= 
δ + θ  αα . 
2.4.6  Dynamics of the Optimal Solution 
The dynamic analysis that we require uses a so-called phase diagram. This is 
based on ﬁgure 2.7. To construct the phase diagram, we must ﬁrst consider the 
two equations that describe the optimal solution at each point in time. These 







[F�(kt+1) + 1 − δ] = 1, 
∆kt+1  F(kt) − δkt  − ct.  (2.17) =     














∆ct + 1 = 0 
∆ct + 1 > 0  ∆ct + 1 < 0 
k*  kt 
Figure 2.8.  Consumption dynamics. 
A complication is that both equations are nonlinear. We therefore consider 
a  local  solution  (i.e.,  a  solution  that  holds  in  the  neighborhood  of  equilib­
rium) obtained through linearizing the Euler equation by taking a Taylor series 
expansion of U�(ct+1) about ct. This gives 












∆ct .  (2.18) +1 = 
U��  1 −
β[F�(kt+1) + 1 − δ] 
Thus we have two equations that determine the changes in consumption and 
capital: equations (2.17) and (2.18). 
These equations conﬁrm the static-equilibrium solution as when ct  c∗  and =
kt  = k∗, we have ∆ct+1 = 0, ∆kt+1 = 0, and F�(k∗) = δ+θ. From equation (2.18) 
we note that when k>k ∗  we have F�( k )<F �(k∗), and therefore F�(k)+1−δ< 
F�(k∗) + 1 − δ. It follows that if k k∗ we have ∆c  0, i.e., consumption is  = = 
constant, and if k>k ∗  then ∆c<0, i.e., consumption must be decreasing. By a 
similar argument, if k<k ∗  then ∆c>0 and consumption is increasing. Thus, 
∆c   0 for k   k∗. This is represented in ﬁgure 2.8. 
The dynamic behavior of capital is determined from equation (2.17). When 
ct    F(kt+1) − δkt we have ∆kt+1   0. This is depicted in ﬁgure 2.9. Above the 
curve consumption plus long-run net investment exceeds output. The capital 
stock must therefore decrease to accommodate the excessive level of consump­
tion. Below the curve there is suﬃcient output left over after consumption to 
allow capital to accumulate. 
Combining ﬁgures 2.8 and 2.9 gives ﬁgure 2.10, the phase diagram we require. 
Note that this applies in the general nonlinear case and is not a local approx­
imation. The optimal long-run solution is at point B. The line SS through B is 
known as the saddlepath, or stable manifold. Only points on this line are attain­
able. This is not as restrictive as it may seem, as the location of the saddlepath 25  2.4.  Optimal Solution 
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∆kt + 1 > 0 
c < F(k) −  k δ
c > F(k) −  k δ
∆k = 0 
c = F(k) −  k δ 
Figure 2.9.  Capital dynamics. 
ct + ∆kt + 1 
# c
*  c 
∆k = 0 





Figure 2.10.  Phase diagram. 
is determined by the economy, i.e., the parameters of the model, and could in 
principle be in an inﬁnite number of places depending on the particular values 
of the parameters. The arrows denote the dynamic behavior of ct and kt. This 
depends on which of four possible regions the economy is in. To the northeast, 
but on the line SS, consumption is excessive and the capital stock is so large 
that the marginal product of capital is less than δ + θ. This is not sustainable 
and therefore both consumption and the capital stock must decrease. This is 
indicated by the arrow on SS. The opposite is true on SS in the southwest region. 
Here consumption and capital need to increase. As the other two regions are not 
attainable they can be ignored. The economy therefore attains equilibrium at 
the point B by moving along the saddlepath to that point. At B there is no need 
for further changes in consumption and capital, and the economy is in equilib­
rium. Were the economy able to be oﬀ the line SS—which it is not and cannot 
be—the dynamics would ensure that it could not attain equilibrium. When there 
are two regions of stability and two of instability like this the solution is called 
a saddlepath equilibrium. 
2.4.7  Algebraic Analysis of the Saddlepath Dynamics 
An algebraic analysis of the dynamic behavior of the economy may be based on 
the two nonlinear dynamic equations describing the optimal solution, namely,      
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the Euler equation and the resource constraint: 
βU�(ct+1)
[F�(kt+1) = 1,  (2.19)
U�(ct) 
+ 1 − δ]
∆kt+1  F(kt) − δkt  − ct.  (2.20) =
The static (or long-run) equilibrium solutions {c∗,k ∗} are obtained from 
F�(k∗) δ + θ,  (2.21) =
c∗  F(k∗) − δk∗.  (2.22) =
As equations (2.19) and (2.20) are nonlinear in c and k, our analysis is based on a 
local linear approximation to the full nonlinear model. The linear approximation 
to equation (2.19) is obtained as a ﬁrst-order Taylor series expansion about 
{c∗,k ∗}: 
U��(c∗)
β F�(k∗) + 1 − δ + 
U�(c∗)
∆ct+1 + F��(k∗)(kt+1 − k∗) � 1. 
Using the long-run solutions (2.21) and (2.22), this can be rewritten as 
U��(c∗) U��(c∗) 
U�(c∗)
(ct+1 − c∗) + F��(k∗)(kt+1 − k∗) � 
U�(c∗)
(ct  − c∗).  (2.23) 
The linear approximation to (2.20) is 
∆kt+1 � F(k∗) + F�(k∗)(kt  − k∗) − δkt  − ct 
or 
kt+1 − k∗ �− { ct  − [F(k∗) − δk∗]}+[F�(k∗) + 1 − δ](kt  − k∗) 
=− (ct  − c∗) + θ(kt  − k∗).  (2.24) 
We can now write equations (2.24) and (2.23) as a matrix equation of deviations 
from long-run equilibrium: 
⎡ ⎤     U�F��  U�F��    
ct+1 − c∗  ⎢  1  −(1 + θ) ⎥  ct  − c∗ 
⎣ 
+ 
U��  U�� ⎦  .
kt+1 − k∗ = 
−1  + θ 
kt  − k∗ 
1 
This is a ﬁrst-order vector autoregression, which has the generic form 
xt+1  Axt, =
where xt  = (ct  − c∗,k t  − k∗)�. 
The next step is to determine the dynamic behavior of this system. As shown 
in the mathematical appendix, this depends on the roots of the matrix A  or, 
equivalently, the roots of the quadratic equation 
B(L) 1 − (tr A)L + (det A)L2 0. = =
If the roots are denoted 1/λ1 and 1/λ2, then they satisfy 
(1 − λ1L)(1 − λ2L) 0. =     
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If the dynamic structure of the system is a saddlepath, then one root, say λ1, will 
be the stable root and will satisfy |λ1| < 1 and the other root will be unstable 
and will have the property |λ2|   1. It is shown in the mathematical appendix 
that approximately the roots are 
det A  det A 
{λ1,λ 2}�  ,tr A −
tr A  tr A 
1 1 + θ
,2 + θ




+ θ + (U�F��/U��)
+ 
U�� − 
+ θ + (U�F��/U��) 
Thus, as U�F��/U��   0, we have 0 <λ 1 <  1 and λ2 >  1. The dynamics of the 
optimal solution are therefore a saddlepath, as already shown in the diagram. 
We note that in the previous example 
U�F��  α(1 − α)cy 
> 0.
U��  = 
σk2 
2.5  Real-Business-Cycle Dynamics 
2.5.1  The Business Cycle 
In practice an economy is continually disturbed from its long-run equilibrium by 
shocks. These shocks may be temporary or permanent, anticipated or unantici­
pated. Depending on the type of shock, the equilibrium position of the economy 
may stay unchanged or it may alter; and optimal adjustment back to equilib­
rium may be instantaneous or slow. The path followed by the economy during 
its adjustment back to equilibrium is commonly called the business cycle, even 
though the path may not be a true cycle. Although the economy will not be in 
long-run equilibrium during the adjustment, it is behaving optimally during the 
adjustment back to long-run equilibrium. In eﬀect, it is attaining a sequence of 
temporary equilibria, each of which is optimal at that time. 
The traditional aim of stabilization policy is to speed up the return to equi­
librium. This is more relevant when market imperfections due to, for example, 
monopolistic competition and price inﬂexibilities have caused a loss of output, 
and hence economic welfare, than it is in our basic model, where there are nei­
ther explicit markets nor market imperfections. We return to these issues in 
chapters 9 and 13. 
Real-business-cycle theory focuses on the eﬀect on the economy of a partic­
ular type of shock: a technology (productivity) shock. We already have a model 
capable of analyzing this. The previous analysis has assumed that the economy 
is nonstochastic. In keeping with this assumption we presume that the technol­
ogy shock is known to the whole economy the moment it occurs. A technology 
shock shifts the production function upwards. Thus for every value of the stock 
of capital k  there is an increase in output y  and hence in the marginal prod­
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Figure 2.11.  The eﬀect on capital of a positive technology shock. 
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Figure 2.12.  The eﬀect on consumption of a positive technology shock. 
2.5.2  Permanent Technology Shocks 
A positive technology shock increases the marginal product of capital. This is 
depicted in ﬁgure 2.11 as a shift from F� to F1
�.A s  δ + θ  is unchanged, the  0 
equilibrium optimal level of capital increases from k∗
0  to k∗
1. 
The exact dynamics of this increase and the eﬀect on consumption is shown 
in ﬁgure 2.12. A positive technology shock shifts the curve relating consump­
tion to the capital stock upwards. The original equilibrium was at A, the new 
equilibrium is at B, and the saddlepath now goes through B. As the economy 
must always be on the saddlepath, how does the economy get from A to B? The 
capital stock is initially k∗
0  and it takes one period before it can change. As the 
productivity increase raises output in period t, and the capital stock is ﬁxed, 
consumption will increase in period t so that the economy moves from A to C, 
which is on the new saddlepath. There will also be extra investment in period 
t. By period t + 1 this investment will have caused an increase in the stock of 
capital, which will produce a further increase in output and consumption. In 
period t + 1, therefore, the economy starts to move along the saddlepath—in 
geometrically declining steps—until it reaches the new equilibrium at B. Thus a 2.5.  Real-Business-Cycle Dynamics  29 
permanent positive technology shock causes both consumption and capital to 
increase, but in the ﬁrst period—the short run—only consumption increases. 
2.5.3  Temporary Technology Shocks 
If the positive technology shock lasts for just one period, then there is no change 
in the long-run equilibrium levels of consumption and capital. The increase in 
output in period t  is therefore consumed and no net investment takes place. 
In period t + 1 the original equilibrium level of consumption is restored. If the 
shock is negative, then consumption would decrease. 
This can also be interpreted as roughly what happens when there is a tempo­
rary supply shock. Business-cycle dynamics can be explained in a similar way, 
though in a deep recession there is usually time for the capital stock to change 
too. As the economy comes out of recession the level of the capital stock is 
restored. 
2.5.4  The Stability and Dynamics of the Golden Rule Revisited 
Further understanding of the stability and dynamics of the golden rule solu­
tion can now be obtained. The golden rule equilibrium occurs at point A in 
ﬁgure 2.10. It will be recalled that the golden rule does not discount the future 
and therefore implicitly sets θ 0. As a result the vertical line dividing the east  =
and west regions now goes through A, which is an equilibrium point. 
The model appropriate for the golden rule can be thought of as using a mod­
iﬁed version of the Euler equation (2.12) in which the marginal utility func­
tions are omitted. The Euler equation therefore becomes F�(k)  δ, in which  = 
there are no dynamics at all. This equation determines kt. The other equation is 
the resource constraint, equation (2.17), and this determines ct. Thus the only 
dynamics in the model are those associated with equation (2.17), and these 
concern the capital stock. 
At every point on the curved line in ﬁgure 2.10—except the point {c#,k #}—we 
have ∆kt+1  <  0. At the point {c#,k #}  we have ∆kt+1  =  0. This point is there­
fore an equilibrium, but, as we have seen, it is not a stable equilibrium because 
achieving maximum consumption at each point in time requires absorbing all 
positive shocks through higher consumption and all negative shocks by con­
suming the capital stock, which reduces future consumption. Thus, after a 
negative shock the economy is unable to regain equilibrium if it continues to 
consume as required by the golden rule. 
The lack of stability of the golden rule solution can be attributed to the impa­
tience of the economy. By trading oﬀ consumption today against consumption 
in the future, and by discounting future consumption, the optimal solution is 
a stable equilibrium. 
We now consider two extensions to the basic model that involve labor and 
investment.   
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2.6  Labor in the Basic Model 
In the basic model labor is not included explicitly. Implicitly, it has been as­
sumed that households are involved in production and spend a given ﬁxed 
amount of time working. In an extension of the basic model we allow people to 
choose between work and leisure, and how much of their time they spend on 
each. Only leisure is assumed to provide utility directly; work provides utility 
indirectly by generating income for consumption. This enables us to derive a 
labor-supply function and an implicit wage rate. In practice, people can usually 
choose whether or not to work, but have limited freedom in the number of 
hours they may choose. We take up this point in chapter 4. 
Suppose that the total amount of time available for all activities is normalized 
to one unit—in eﬀect it has been assumed in the basic model considered so far 
that labor input is the whole unit. We now assume instead that households have 
a choice between work nt and leisure lt, where nt  + lt  1. Thus, in eﬀect, in  =
the basic model, nt  1. We now allow nt to be chosen by households.  =
We assume that households receive utility from consumption and leisure and 
so we rewrite the instantaneous utility function as U(ct,l t), where the partial 
derivatives Uc >  0, Ul >  0, Ucc    0, and Ull    0. In other words, there is 
positive, but diminishing, marginal utility to both consumption and leisure. For 
convenience, we assume that Ucl  0, which rules out substitution between con­ =
sumption and leisure. We also assume that labor is a second factor of produc­
tion, so that the production function becomes F(kt,n t), with Fk > 0, Fkk   0, 
Fn > 0, Fnn   0, Fkn   0, limk→∞ Fk =∞ , limk 0 Fk  0, liml→∞ Fn =∞ , and  → = 
liml 0 Fn  0, which are the Inada conditions.  → =
The economy maximizes discounted utility subject to the national resource 
constraint 
F(kt,n t) ct  + kt+1 − (1 − δ)kt =
and the labor constraint nt +lt  1. Often it will be more convenient to replace  =
lt by 1 − nt but, for the sake of clarity, here we introduce the labor constraint 
explicitly. 
The Lagrangian is therefore 
∞
Lt  {βsU(ct+s,l t+s) + λt+s[F(kt+s,n t+s) − ct+s  − kt+s+1 + (1 − δ)kt+s] = 
s 0 =
+ µt+s[1 − nt+s  − lt+s]}, 
which is maximized with respect to {ct+s,l t+s,n t+s,k t+s+1,λ t+s,µ t+s; s    0}. 
The ﬁrst-order conditions are 
∂Lt  βsUc,t − λt 0,s   0,  (2.25)
∂ct+s 
= +s  +s  =
∂Lt  βsUl,t+s  − µt+s  0,s   0,  (2.26)
∂lt+s 
= =31  2.6.  Labor in the Basic Model 
∂L




= λt+sFn,t+s  − µt+s  =
+
t ∂L
λt s[Fk,t s  + 1 − δ] − λt 0,s > 0.  (2.28)
∂kt s 
= + + +s−1 =
+
From the ﬁrst-order conditions for consumption and capital we obtain the same 
solutions as for the basic model. The consumption Euler equation for s  1i s  =
as before: 
β
Uc,t+1 [Fk,t+1 + 1 − δ] 1.  (2.29)
Uc,t 
=
Eliminating λt s and µt s from the ﬁrst-order conditions for consumption,  + +
leisure, and employment gives, for s 0, =
Ul,t  Uc,tFn,t.  (2.30) =
This has the following interpretation. Consider giving up dlt  =− dnt < 0 units 
of leisure. The loss of utility is Ul,t dlt < 0, which is the left-hand side of equa­
tion (2.30). This is compensated by an increase in utility due to producing extra 
output of Fn,t dnt =− Fn,t dlt. When consumed, each unit of output gives an 
extra Uc,t  in utility, implying a total increase in utility of −Uc,tFn,t dlt > 0, which 
is the right-hand side of equation (2.30) when dlt  =− 1. 
The long-run solution is obtained sequentially. In steady-state equilibrium 
the long-run solution for capital is obtained from 
Fk  θ + δ, =
where β 1/(1 + θ). The long-run solution for consumption is then obtained  =
from the resource constraint. So far this is the same as for the basic model. 
Given  c  and  k,  we  solve  for  lt and  nt from  equation  (2.30)  and  the  labor 
constraint. The short-run solutions for ct and kt are the same as before. The 
short-run dynamics for lt are similar to those for ct. 
We can now obtain expressions for the wage rate and the total rate of return 
to capital, which are implicit in the model but have not been deﬁned explicitly. 
If the production function is a homogeneous function of degree one (implying 
that the production function has constant returns to scale), then we can show 
that1 
F(kt,n t) Fn,tnt  + Fk,tkt.  (2.31) =
Recalling that the general price level is unity, equation (2.31) says that the total 
value of output is shared between labor and capital. The ﬁrst term on the right-
hand side is the share of labor and the second is the share of capital. If labor is 
paid its marginal product, then this is also the implied wage rate, i.e., Fn,t  wt, =
with each unit of labor having a cost (receiving a return) equal to the wage rate. 
Similarly, if capital is paid its (net) marginal product, then Fk,t  − δ rt is the  =
1 A  function  f(x,y)  that  is  homogeneous  of  degree  α  satisﬁes  λαf(x,y)  f(λx,λy). = 
Alternatively, we could take a ﬁrst-order expansion of the production function F(kt,n t)  about 
kt  nt  0, which would give the approximation F(kt,n t) � Fn,tnt  + Fk,tkt. = =32  2.  The Centralized Economy 
return on capital. Thus, Fn,t  and Fk,t −δ are the implicit wage and rate of return 
to capital in the basic model. 
Consequently, we can write equation (2.31) as 
F(kt,n t) wtnt  + (rt  + δ)kt. =
It follows that the real wage can also be expressed as 
F(kt,n t) − (rt  + δ)kt  wt  . = 
nt 
In the steady state, when rt  θ, these become  =
F(k∗,n ∗) wn∗ + (θ + δ)k∗, =
F(k∗,n ∗) − (θ + δ)k∗ 
w∗  . = 
n∗ 
As previously noted, labor was not included explicitly in the basic model. But 
if we assume that nt  1, then, in eﬀect, labor was included implicitly. The  = 
implied real wage is then 
wt  F(kt,1) − Fk,tkt =
= F(kt) − (rt  + δ)kt. 
In equilibrium this is 
w∗  F(k∗) − (θ + δ)k∗. =
To summarize, we have found that when we allow people to choose how much 
to work and we determine the wage rate and the rate of return to capital explic­
itly, the solutions for consumption and capital are virtually unchanged from 
those of the basic model. This suggests that where appropriate and convenient 
we may continue to omit labor explicitly from the analysis knowing that it is 
present implicitly. Moreover, the wage rate and the rate of return to capital, 
although not explicitly included either, are also deﬁned implicitly. 
2.7  Investment 
Investment is included explicitly in the basic model, but the emphasis is on the 
capital stock, not investment. We have assumed previously that there are no 
costs to installing new capital. We now consider investment and capital accu­
mulation when there are installation costs. Although we focus on Tobin’s (1969) 
q-theory of investment (see also Hayashi 1982), which has the eﬀect of compli­
cating the dynamic behavior of the economy, there are other ways to account 
for the eﬀects of investment on dynamic behavior. One alternative examined 
below is to assume that it takes time to install new investment. This is the 
approach adopted by Kydland and Prescott (1982) and they called it “time to 
build.”      
        
+      
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2.7.1  q-Theory 
In the basic model the focus was on obtaining the optimal levels of consump­
tion and the capital stock. As the change in the stock of capital equals gross 
investment net of depreciation, this also implies a theory of net investment. 
We saw that following a permanent change in the long-run equilibrium level 
of capital, it is optimal if the actual level of capital adjusts to its new equilib­
rium over time along the saddlepath. The adjustment path for capital implies 
an optimal level of investment each period. This optimal level of investment 
will diﬀer each period until the new long-run general equilibrium level of cap­
ital is attained. At this point investment is only replacing depreciated capital. 
Although capital takes time to adjust to its new steady-state level, investment 
in the basic model adjusts instantaneously to the level that is optimal for each 
period. In practice, however, due to costs of installation, it is usually optimal 
to adjust investment more slowly. As a result, the dynamic behavior of capital 
reﬂects both adjustment processes. 
To illustrate, suppose that new investment imposes an additional resource 
cost of 
1
2 φit/kt for each unit of investment, where φ>0. In other words, the 
cost of a unit of investment depends on how large it is in relation to the size of 
the existing capital stock. We choose this particular functional form due to its 
mathematical convenience and the consequent ease of interpreting the results. 
The resource constraint facing the economy now becomes nonlinear in it and 
kt and is given by 
F(kt) ct  1 
φ it  it,φ   0,  (2.32) = + +
2 kt 
where for simplicity we have reverted to the assumption that capital is the 
sole factor of production and we ignore leisure. Since our primary interest 
here is investment we do not combine the resource constraint with the capital 
accumulation equation, but treat them as two separate constraints. 
The Lagrangian for maximizing the present value of utility is therefore 
   i2 ∞ φ 
Lt  =  βsU(ct+s) + λt+s F(kt+s) − ct+s  − it+s  −
2 k
t
t s 0    =
+ µt s[it s  − kt s+1 + (1 − δ)kt s] . + + + +
The ﬁrst-order conditions are 
t ∂L
βsUc,t s  − λt s  0, s   0,
∂ct s 
= + + =
∂Lt
s 1 













 2  
− µt s−1 + (1 − δ)µt s  0,s > 0.
∂kt s 
= + + +
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The ﬁrst-order condition for investment implies that 
1
it+s  = 
φ
(qt+s  − 1)kt+s,s   0,  (2.33) 
where the ratio of the Lagrange multipliers 
qt
µt+s   1  (2.34) +s  = 
λt+s 
is called Tobin’s q. It follows that investment will take place in period t s +
provided qt+s > 1. 
q  can be interpreted as follows. An extra unit of capital raises output, and 
hence consumption and utility, and λ  is the marginal beneﬁt in terms of the 
utility of sacriﬁcing a unit of current consumption in order to have an extra 
unit of investment, and hence the extra capital. Similarly, µ  is the marginal 
beneﬁt in terms of utility of an extra unit of investment. Thus q measures the 
beneﬁt from investment per unit of beneﬁt from capital. Expressing utility in 
terms of units of output, q  can also be interpreted as the ratio of the market 
value of one unit of investment to its cost. 
Combining the three ﬁrst-order conditions, we obtain the following nonlinear 
dynamic relation when s 1: =
Fk,t
Uc,t  qt  − (1 − δ)qt
1 




+1 − 1)2 
This equation together with equations (2.32)–(2.34) and the capital accumula­
tion equation form a system of four nonlinear dynamic equations that we can 
solve for the decision variables ct, kt, it, and qt. 
2.7.1.1  Long-Run Solution 
In the steady-state long run we have ∆ct  ∆kt  ∆it  ∆qt  0. In the long  = = = = 
run the capital accumulation equation and equation (2.33) imply that 
i  1




Hence, the long-run value of q is 
q 1 + φδ   1.  (2.36) =
The long-run level of the capital stock is obtained from the steady-state solution 
of equation (2.35). From β 1/(1 + θ), and using the long-run solution for q, =
equation (2.35) can be written as 
Fk  = θ + δ + φδ(θ + 
1
2 δ)   θ + δ.  (2.37) 
In the absence of costs of installation, φ 0, and so qt  1 and Fk  θ+δ, which  = = =
is the same result as that obtained in the basic closed-economy model. From 
ﬁgure 2.5, in order for Fk    θ + δ, a lower level of capital is required, implying 
that installation costs reduce the optimal long-run level of the capital stock and 
hence also the optimal long-run levels of consumption and investment. This is 
because installation costs reduce the resources available for consumption and 
investment.   
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2.7.1.2  Short-Run Dynamics 
Introducing installation costs aﬀects the short-run dynamic behavior of the 
economy as well as its long-run solution. To gain some insight into the eﬀects 
of  installation  costs  on  dynamic  behavior  we  analyze  an  approximation  to 
equation (2.35) obtained by assuming that consumption is at its steady-state 
level and using a linear approximation to the quadratic term in qt+1  about 
q, its steady-state level given by equation (2.36). As a result, we are able to 
approximate equation (2.35) by the forward-looking equation 
qt  βqt+1 + β(Fk,t+1 − δ − 2
1 φδ2). =
Using the steady-state level of Fk,t+1 given by equation (2.37), this equation can 
be rewritten in terms of deviations from long-run equilibrium as 
qt  − q β(qt+1 − q)+ β(Fk,t+1 − Fk).  (2.38) =
Solving this forwards, the solution for qt is 
qt  − q
∞
βs+1(Fk,t+s+1 − Fk). = 
s 0 =
A further interpretation of qt can now be provided. It is the present value of 
the extra output produced by undertaking one more unit of investment. The 
greater this is, the more investment will be undertaken in period t. Since the 
price of one unit of investment is one, qt −1 is the increase in the implied value 
of the ﬁrm. 
In practice, the measurement of qt presents a problem. Although qt can be 
interpreted as the ratio of the market value of one unit of investment to its cost, 
it is often estimated by the ratio of the market value of a ﬁrm to its book value. 
This implies using the average value of current and past investment instead of 
the marginal value of new investment. 
Consider next the dynamic interaction between kt and qt. Two equations 
capture this. The ﬁrst is equation (2.38). The second is obtained by using (2.33) 
to eliminate it from the capital accumulation equation to give 
1
it  (qt  − 1)kt  kt+1 − (1 − δ)kt. = 
φ
=
We therefore have two nonlinear equations: 
qt  − q β(qt+1 − q)+ β(Fk,t+1 − Fk), =
(qt  − q + φ)kt  φkt+1. =
These can be linearly approximated about the steady-state levels of kt and qt 
as 
(1 − β)(qt  − q)− βFkk(kt  − k) β∆qt+1 + βFkk∆kt+1,  (2.39) =
k(qt  − q) φ∆kt+1,  (2.40) =36  2.  The Centralized Economy 
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Figure 2.13.  Phase diagram for q. 
where k  is the steady-state level of kt. Thus, as Fkk <  0, in steady state kt is 
negatively related to qt through 
θ
kt  − k (qt  − q).  (2.41) = 
Fkk 
2.7.1.3  The Eﬀect of a Productivity Increase 
The dynamic behavior of kt and qt can be illustrated by considering the eﬀect 
of a permanent increase in capital productivity. In ﬁgure 2.13 the line ∆q  0 =
depicts the long-run relation between kt and qt given by equation (2.41). This 
was derived from equation (2.39) by setting ∆kt+1  ∆qt+1  0. The line ∆k 0 = = =
gives the long-run equilibrium level of kt and is obtained from equation (2.40) 
by setting ∆kt+1  0. Before the productivity increase these two lines inter­ = 
sected at A. Note that at this initial equilibrium qt  1. Following the produc­ =
tivity increase there is a “jump” increase in qt so that qt >  1. This induces a 
rise in investment above its normal replacement level δk. Initially, kt remains 
unchanged and so the economy moves to point B. New investment increases the 
capital stock each period until the economy reaches its new long-run equilib­
rium at C by moving along the saddlepath from B. At this point qt  is restored to 
its long-run equilibrium level of one and the equilibrium capital stock, output, 
and consumption are permanently higher. 
2.7.2  Time to Build 
An alternative way of reformulating the basic model that results in more general 
dynamics is to assume that it takes time to install new investment. Kydland and 
Prescott (1982) were the ﬁrst to incorporate this idea from neoclassical invest­
ment theory into their real-business-cycle DGE macroeconomic model (see also 
Altug 1989). 
Taking account of time-to-build eﬀects results in a respeciﬁcation of the capi­
tal accumulation equation (2.2). Consider two ways of doing this. Suppose, ﬁrst, 
that investment expenditures recorded at time t  are the result of decisions to 
invest is
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investment in period t  is investment starts made in period t − i, then we can 
write 
∞
it  ϕiis  (2.42) =  t−i. 
i 0 =
If there is a lag in installation, the initial values of ϕi  may be zero; and if the lag 
is ﬁnite, then ϕi  0 for some i>J>0. The capital accumulation equation (2.2)  =
remains unchanged. We now carry out the optimization of discounted utility 
with respect to it  and is
t  as well as consumption and capital subject to the extra 
constraint, equation (2.42). This is the Kydland and Prescott approach. 
An alternative possible formulation is to assume that a proportion ϕi of 
investment undertaken in period t is installed and ready for use as part of the 
capital stock by period t + i. Equation (2.2) may therefore be rewritten as 
∞






0 ϕi  1. The shape of the distributed lag function will reﬂect the  = =
costs of installation. A modiﬁcation of this is to incorporate depreciation in ϕi 
and assume that it reﬂects the proportion of investment undertaken in period 
t that contributes to productive capital in period t +i. Equation (2.43) can then 
be rewritten with δ 0. As a result, using the national income identity (2.1) and  =
the production function, the economy’s resource constraint becomes 
∞
∆kt+1  ϕi[F(kt−i) − ct−i].  (2.44) = 
i 0 =
We may now maximize 
∞
0 βsU(ct+s) subject to equation (2.44).  s=
2.8  Conclusions 
In this highly simpliﬁed account of macroeconomics we have developed a skele­
ton model that provides the basic framework that will be built on in the rest of 
the book. The framework itself will need little change, but more detail will be 
required. 
The key features of the macroeconomy that we have represented are the econ­
omy’s objectives (its preferences), the resource constraint facing the economy 
(which is derived from the production function, the capital accumulation equa­
tion, and the national income identity), and the endowment of the economy (its 
initial capital stock). We have shown that the central issues are intertemporal: 
whether to consume today or in the future, and whether to maximize consump­
tion each period or take account of future consumption. Consumption in the 
future is increased by consuming less today and by saving today’s surplus and 
investing it in additional capital in order to produce, and hence to consume, 
more in the future. Trying to maximize today’s consumption without consid­
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future, is shown to destabilize the economy, leaving it vulnerable to negative 
output shocks. 
We have found that the dynamics of the basic model derive from just two 
sources: the intertemporal utility function and the presence of the change in 
stocks in the resource constraint. An important issue in macroeconomics is the 
extent to which the dynamic behavior of the macroeconomy can be attributed to 
these two factors, or whether accounting for business cycles requires additional 
features. 
We have extended the basic model in two ways. One allowed people ﬂexi­
bility in their choice between work and leisure. We were then able to derive a 
labor-supply function and to obtain an implicit measure of the wage rate. We 
found that the solutions for consumption and capital were virtually unchanged 
from those of the basic model. This suggests that, where appropriate and con­
venient, we may continue to omit labor explicitly, recognizing that it is present 
implicitly. 
The second extension was to take account of the cost of installing capital. As a 
result, we were able to derive the investment function. In the absence of costs of 
installing capital, investment takes place instantaneously, even though it takes 
time for capital to adjust to the desired level. Introducing installation costs for 
new investment has the eﬀect of delaying the completion of new investment and 
slowing down the adjustment of the capital stock even more. Having considered 
the theory of investment that arises from the presence of costs of installing 
capital and noted the extra complexity it brings to the analysis of the short-run 
behavior of the economy, for simplicity we will assume hereafter that there are 
no capital installation costs. 
The basic model provides a centralized analysis of the economy. In chapter 4 
we decentralize the decisions of households and ﬁrms and introduce goods and 
labor markets to coordinate their decisions. 
For further discussion of the basic model see Blanchard and Fischer (1989) 
and Intriligator (1971). 